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Abstract
Wireless Sensor Networkscomprises of numerous sensor nodes limited in
energy, processing power, and storage.Sensor nodes are grouped into clusters
to achieve network scalability objectives. A sensor node in each cluster is
selected as head and called Cluster Head (CH) which is responsible for general
requests and receiving other sensor nodes sensed data in same cluster and
routing (transmitting) it to the sink. Low Energy Adaptive Cluster Hierarchy
(LEACH) is a famed clustering mechanism which elects a CH based on
probability model. This workdescribesa Fuzzy logic system initiated CH
selection algorithm for LEACH algorithm.
Keywords: Wireless Sensor Network, Clustering, Low Energy Adaptive
Cluster Hierarchy (LEACH), Fuzzy Logic, Cluster head selection
1. INTRODUCTION
A WSN is an energy constrained network formed by battery powered sensor nodes.
Battery
replacement/recharging
is
difficult.
Sensor
nodes
monitor
environmental/physical conditions like temperature, sound and motion. Sensor
network consists of sensor nodes with differences in sizes.
WSN have sensor nodes specially designed that they have ainternal controller
controlling monitoring, a radio transceiver to generate radio signals, with separate
type of wireless devices and are fixed with batteries as an energy contribution devices.
Routing is important factor affecting WSN [1, 2]. Popular block cluster based
protocols are LEACH, HEED, UCS, TEEN and CCM.
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Figure 1. Cluster Based Wireless Sensor Network
The leader/cluster-heads aggregates data and reports refined data to BS [4].
The challenge of clustering is to decide proper nodes to be cluster heads [7]. Cluster
heads must requireextra battery power than remaining nodes in cluster. When a
cluster head finishes battery power, a routing path is closed which threatens
transmission and thus reducing packet delivery ratio. But, if a cluster head is nearing
completion of battery energythen it leads to more retransmissions and thus more
energy requirement.
This paper provides fuzzy based cluster head selection method for efficient cluster
head selection. The description of this paper is represented as Literature review,
Methodology, Results and Conclusion.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
A game theory based Cluster Head co-operative Trustworthy Energy Efficient MultiInput Multi-Output (MIMO) (CH-C-TEEM) algorithm for WSN given by Sathian et
al., [9] analyzed performances regarding energy consumption.
Jain &Trivedi [10] proposed an algorithm for energy effective clustering and multihop routing which was agood cluster selection method for selecting CHs.
Zhang &Gao [12] proposed a WSN clustering routing algorithm based on ABC
algorithm to clustering to find best path from CH to base station. The distance
towards base station was considered in heuristic function to improve ABC algorithm,
and node residual energy was considered in a node probability choice formula.
A new cluster-based routing uses transmission success rate proposed by Yoon &
Chang [13] was based on node connections. It devises cluster algorithms to resolve
node concentration issues. A Fuzzy-based cluster-head selection and controlled sensor
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speed in WSNs proposed by Wang et al., [14] was constructed by two Fuzzy Logic
Controllers (FLC).
3. METHODOLOGY
In this section, Fuzzy decision system based CHselection and fuzzy logic based
LEACH methods are described.
3.1 FUZZY LOGIC SYSTEM
Fuzzy logic implements decision using fuzzy decision sets, each given by a separate
term like ``small'', ``medium'', or ``large''. Fuzzy logic system performs defuzzification, and fuzzy inference. Fuzzification converts a crisp input to a fuzzy
value.Generally used membership functions use triangular/trapezoidal membership
functions.

 x  x0
 a  1 for x0  a0  x  x0
 0
 x x
f ( x; x0 , a0 , a1 )   0
 1 for x0  x  x0  a1
 a1

0 otherwise


Fuzzy input parameters are: Remaining energy, farthest node distance in cluster from
Cluster head and hops to sink.Heinzelman’s energy model for sensor networks,
Energy required to transmit a k-bit message to distance d is given by:

ETx (k , d )  Eelec  k  Eamp  k  d 2

3.2 LOW ENERGY ADAPTIVE CLUSTERING HIERARCHY (LEACH)
LEACH is a cluster-based algorithm uses distributed clustering formation algorithm
which is a cluster routing based data aggregation algorithm. This algorithm is
represented in rounds with two phases: setup phase and steady state phase. In setup
phase, 𝑝 % of 𝑛 sensors are randomly chosen as CHs based on a threshold [25]
p

, if n  G

T (n)  1  p(t mod (1/p))
0
, otherwise


Here𝑝 is a required number of CHs, 𝑡 current round, and 𝐺 a set of nodes that are not
CHs in the last 1/𝑝rounds ensuring that a sensor chosen to be CH is not selected in
next rounds till all network sensors become CHs. This leads to fair energy
consumption and increases network life
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LEACH functioning is represented in rounds, whichstarts with a set-up phase when
clusters are organized, then steady-state phase.
Set-up phase:Nodes in LEACH takes independent decisions to define clusters using a
1
distributed algorithm without centralized control. T (n)  p /1  p  (r mod p )
Steady-State Phase:Steady-state operation is divided into frames with nodes sending
data to CH at one per frame duringgiven transmission slot. Set-up phase will
notassure nodes being evenly distributed among CH nodes. So, nodes per cluster vary
in LEACH, and data a node can send to a CH depends on number of nodes in a
cluster.
3.3 FUZZY BASED CLUSTER HEAD SELECTION
In this method, assume that WSN nodes get their coordinate. LEACH-FL system has
different parts, four fuzzification functions, an inference engine with 27 rules and a
defuzzification module.
Fuzzification Module: Considering required node attributes determine CHs selection,
to use three input functions converts system inputs to fuzzy sets, which are distance,
node density and battery level. A system has 27 rules in fuzzy inference. The rules
use formula.

Probability  batterylevel  2  nodedensity   2  distance

On completion ofanalysis the summary for each rule, with defuzzificationis required
to get required values.
After sensor nodes deployment,the BS implements some Delay (Si) for each node
based on sensor nodes placements. Delay (Si) = 0 for those in region to start initially.

G1

G2

G3

Figure 2. Selecting Cluster-heads.
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As illustrated in Figure 2, nodes in G1 start to compete for CHs at time 0, then from
G2 start with a delay, and finally nodes from G3 start with a delay after nodes in G2
are completed.
Si  BS : Loc(Si )

The base station sends delay information to all nodes:
Bs  Si : Delay(Si )

A node’s FRD represents certain reliability provided by network neighbour nodes.
Fuzzy relevance-based cluster head selection algorithm (FRCA) system chooses CH
based on particular fuzzy degree, nodes available power, their mobility, and inter
node distance. Available nodes power, inter node distance and node mobility are
considered to maintain nodes energy consumption balance
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 to 4 and figure 3 to 6 shows the clustersgenerated, average end to end delay,
packet loss rate and percentage of nodes alive respectively.
Table 1. Number of Clusters Formed
Network representation
(sqm)

LEACH

Fuzzy Cluster Head
Selector

200

12

13

300

16

19

400

25

30

500

30

30

Figure 3. Number of Clusters Formed
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From table 1 and figure 3 it is measured that number of clusters formed for FCHSFuzzy Cluster Head Selector performs better than LEACH. When the size of network
increases, the number of clusters formed increases in the range of 0 to 18.18%.
Table 2. Average End to End Delay in sec
Network
representation
(sqm)

LEACH

Fuzzy
Cluster Head
Selector

200

0.001444

0.001327

300

0.001424

0.00167

400

0.01327

0.015151

500

0.022663

0.019931

Figure 4. Average End to End Delay in sec
From table 2 and figure 4 it is measured that average end to end delay for FCHSFuzzy Cluster Head Selector performs better by reducing delay than LEACH. When
the size of network increases, the delay gets reduced in the range of 8.45 to 15.9%.
Table 3. Packet Loss Rate
Network representation
(sqm)

LEACH

Fuzzy Cluster Head
Selector

200

0.1112

0.0983

300

0.1628

0.136

400

0.1633

0.1562

500

0.2334

0.2049
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Figure 5. Packet Loss Rate
From table 3 and figure 5 it is measured that packet loss rate for Fuzzy Cluster Head
Selector performs better by reducing loss rate than LEACH. Thepacket loss gets
reduced in the range of 4.44 to 17.94%.
Table 4. Percentage of nodes alive
Network
representation
(sqm)

LEACH

FCHSFuzzy
Cluster
Head
Selector

100

100

100

200

89

95

300

84

92

400

45

65

500

22

58

Figure 6 .Percentage of nodes alive
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From table 4 and figure 6 it is measured that percentage of nodes alive for FCHSFuzzy Cluster Head Selector performs better than LEACH. When the network size
changes, the percentage of nodes alive increases in the range of 0 to 110.2%.
5 CONCLUSION
For experiments, LEACH and FCHS-Fuzzy Cluster Head Selector is considered for
performing number of clusters formed, average end to end delay, packet loss rate, and
percentage of nodes alive. Results show improvement on number of clusters formed
and percentage of nodes alive. Also, delay, packet loss rate gets reduced for proposed
fuzzy clustering techniques. Packet loss rate for FCHS-Fuzzy Cluster Head Selector
performs better by reducing loss rate than LEACH. When the size of network
increases, the packet loss gets reduced in the range of 4.44 to 17.94%. Percentage of
nodes alive for FCHS-Fuzzy Cluster Head Selector performs better than LEACH.
When the size of network increases, percentage of nodes alive increases in the range
of 0 to 110.2%.
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